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Jet Oil 387

Sky Mart will be the first to stock Mobil Jet Oil 387

Ü View Details . . .

Sky Mart will be the first OEM aerospace fluids & parts distributor to stock 
Jet Oil 387, ExxonMobil's High Performance Capability (HPC) Aircraft Type 
Gas Turbine Lubricant

Mobil Jet Oil 387 is ExxonMobil's most advanced synthetic turbine oil. It has been developed 
for use in civilian, military, marine and industrial gas turbine engines, including turbo jets, fans,
propellers, and shafts (rotary wing).

Combining the best performance characteristics of HTS and Standard Type II oils, Jet Oil 387 
has performed exceptionally in various laboratory tests in controlling depositation in bearing 
compartments, oil supply lines, and breather/scavenger lines in both the liquid and vapor 
phases. Besides depositation, Jet Oil 387 counters deterioration.

Jet Oil 387 complies with the SAE AS5780 HPC civil aviation standard, which is geared 
toward new, higher-output and lower-consumption engines.

OEM evaluations are in progress. Rolls-Royce and GE have already approved the use of Jet 
Oil 387 in their gas turbines.

Mobil Jet Oil 387
 Premature or unscheduled engine repairs
 Aircraft uptime delays and cancellations due to leaks
 Formation of sludge and carbon deposits, costly engine repairs, shorter oil drain 

intervals (marine and ground turbines), and ineffective lubrication at high operating 
temperatures

 Increased engine maintenance costs due to depositation in air vent tubes, bearing 
compartments, and scavenge oil lines

 Delayed start-ups and ineffective lubrication of critical components (e.g. APUs in 
ETOPS applications) at temperatures as low as -40°F/-40°C

Be notified as soon as Mobil Jet Oil 387 becomes available:
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E-Mail
Phone
Message

[Yes, please notify me.]

[Clicking the 'Yes, please notify me.' button will show 'Thank you for your interest in 
purchasing Mobil Jet Oil 387 from Sky Mart! We appreciate it. You will be contacted on a 
priority basis as soon as Mobil Jet Oil 387 becomes available. Thank you, once again!' 
replaces the form.]

Need help with something else? Got questions? Contact Sky Mart right away:

9475 NW 13th Street, Miami, Florida 33172
Tel: 305-592-0263
Fax: 305-592-8359
E-Mail: info@skymartsales.com

You may also find our FAQs page useful.
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